WEDNESDAY, January 21, 2015

College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences CAES

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Plant Breeding and Biotechnology

EDMORE Gasura

MUNYIRI Shelmith Wanja

RUKARWA Runyararo Jolyn (Ms)

Transgenic Breeding of Sweetpotato for Resistance to African Weevil (Cylas Puncticollis)

Ms. Rukarwa assessed the efficacy of Bt sweetpotato in controlling weevil, a serious pest throughout Sub-Saharan Africa. Her research established a suitable bioassay for testing transgenic roots against C. puncticollis. Ms Rukarwa also crossed transgenic and non-transgenic sweetpotato to determine inheritance and expression of Bt genes. She found that Bt transgenes were transmissible from parent to offspring. In addition, the transgene in sweetpotato had no effect on the other morphological and agronomic traits of the crop. The findings provide a novel route of enhancing weevil resistance in sweetpotato which can be further explored.

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Food Science and Technology)

KIGOZI Julia

"Development of a Production Process for Sorghum based Ice-cream Cones".

Ms. Julia Kigozi’s research focused on the development of the production process for sorghum ice-cream cones. Wheat was completely substituted with whole white sorghum flour in the formulation of ice-cream cones. The sorghum cone competed well against the wheat cone and it was rated higher than the wheat cone for texture, taste, overall acceptability using a sensory panel. Julia then explored the use of instrumental techniques for texture assessment and developed tools for cone texture measurement. The research was supervised by: Ass. Prof. Y. Byaruhanga, Prof. A. Kaaya and Prof. N. Banadda under the funding of the Millennium Science Initiative (MSI) project under the World Bank and the Carnegie Cooperation, New York.

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering)

KOMAKECH Allan John

"Urban waste management and the environmental impact of organic waste treatment systems in Kampala, Uganda"

Mr. Komakech’s research focused on the quantification and treatment of organic waste generated in Kampala. The research was motivated by the desire to mitigate the present negative impacts of organic waste on Kampala’s environment. Novel organic waste treatment systems namely the vermicomposting and fly larvae composting were assessed. The environmental performance of these together with other appropriate organic treatment systems namely anaerobic digestion and composting was determined following the lifecycle assessment methodology. The results showed that anaerobic digestion system performed best in all impact categories assessed.

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Agriculture)

ODONG Robinson

"Development of a Pilot Scale Anaerobic and Aerobic/Anoxic Sequencing Batch Reactors and a Constructed Wetland System to Treat Abattoir Wastewater"

The City Abattoir discharges about 400m3 of high strength wastewater that drains into Murchison Bay, Lake Victoria, contributing to pollution of the lake. Mr. Odong developed and evaluated the performance of an integrated anaerobic and aerobic/anoxic sequencing batch reactors and a constructed wetland system to treat abattoir wastewater at a pilot scale at the City Abattoir in Kampala. The integrated bio-technologies efficiently treated abattoir wastewater, as exemplified by the reduction of chemical oxygen demand, total nitrogen and total phosphorus by 99%, 89%, and 71% respectively. The results of this study should be used...
to design a full-scale waste water treatment facility for the City Abattoir and other agro-processing industries, to reduce pollution in Uganda’s water bodies. Follow-up studies, integrating abattoir wastewater treatment and the generation of biogas are ongoing at the City Abattoir. Funding for these studies was from Sida, under the supervision of Professor Frank Kansiime and Dr. Joseph Kyambadde.

**Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Environment)**

OPIO Alphonse

Linking carbon and hydrological cycles in Lubigi wetland; Kampala-Uganda

The linkage between carbon storage (biomass accumulation) and transpiration in Cyperus papyrus (papyrus) wetlands and the effect of weather conditions on these processes have not been fully investigated. Mr. Alfonse Opio assessed changes in weather conditions using on site field equipment, transpiration using hand held equipment and estimated biomass change using non-destructive method. He found out that sunlight energy increased biomass. Air moisture decreased and increased biomass during wet and dry season respectively. Biomass decrease also occurred with air temperature rise. Furthermore, transpiration reduced as air moisture decreased, resulting into more biomass production per unit of water transpired during dry season. In view of wetlands management, drained wetlands should be restored, in order to enhance hydrological cycles and biomass accumulation. Thanks to Trinity International Development Initiative for funding the research and the Supervisors Prof. Mike Jones, Prof. Frank Kansiime and Prof. Tom Otiti for their guidance.

SABENZIA Nabulayo Wekesa

**Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Forestry)**

KAMBUGU Robert Kyeyune

"Timber Commodity Chain Organisation, Performance and Dynamics in Uganda"

Motivated by the declining wood resources for timber production, investigated the impact of timber commodity chain organization, performance and dynamics on sustainability of timber supply in Uganda. He analysed how the timber production and distribution system evolved, compared organisation and performance of the channels through which timber passes from forests to markets, and developed a dynamic simulation model for analysing sustainability of timber supply. Although timber is obtained from a renewable natural resource, Robert’s findings show that the timber production and distribution chain evolved into a vulnerable system whose organization and performance spurs resource scarcity that, apparently, doesn’t respond to policy interventions. He concluded by suggesting avenues that can foster sustainable timber supply in Uganda.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Agriculture)

RWAMIGISA Bibohere Pat (Ms)

LWASA Stephen

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

XAVIER Mhike

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Science in Environment and Natural Resources

AMANNYA Bruce Kachebanaho

EGWAL Victor Benson

EPILA Rajab

HEWAN Arefaine Gebremariam

KABAGAMBE Kansilime James

KAMUSINGIZE Daphine (Ms)

KISAME Fred Eria

KYARIKUNDA Monica (Ms)

LIKAMBO William

MASANYU Julius

MPUUGA Brian Abraham

MUHIMBURA Brian

NAGASHA Brenda (Ms)
NAKIBERU Hajara (Ms)
NASAKA Joelia (Ms)
OCHAN Denis
OMAR Olad Mohamed Adam
SSONKO George Wilson
WAFULA Samuel David

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Arts in Geography
AINOMUGISHA Jeremiah
AKULLO Teopista (Ms)
ORIANGI George

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Arts in Land Use and Regional Development
MBAZIRA James

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Science in Food Science and Technology
ANDABATI Brian
KISAMBIRA Abbas
MUGANGA Patrick
MULINDWA Joseph

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Science in Crop Science
ANDIKU Charles
ASIMIWE Moses
CHEMONGES Martin
EBINU Joseph Aston
KATONO Kasifa
KAWESI Tadeo
KAWOYA Ronald
KIJANA Ruhebuza
KYARIKUNDA Monica (Ms)
MUDONYI Bernard
MUSIMENTA Herbert
MWIJE Anthony
NAKYAGABA Nabitekeke Winfred (Ms)
NJOROGE Anne Wathoni (Ms)
NSENGIYUNVA Maria Magladene (Ms)
OCIMATI Walter
RUTKANGA Alexandre
TINDAMANYIRE Jimmy Moses
TUGIME Katarimpika Joab
WALUKANO Wilberforce
WAMATSEMBE Isaac Muyonga
WAMBI Wilber
YULU Mbembo Simeon

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Science in Forestry
BUYINZA Joel
MWANJA Christine (Ms)
ODOI Juventine Boaz
OGWAL Joseph Jones

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Science in Soil Science
BOSHUWENDA Chuma
GATESI Julienne (Ms)
HAKIZIMANA Chrispin (Ms)
NAMUTEBI Vivian (Ms)
NANKYA Eseri (Ms)
NGABONIZA Jean Damascene (Ms)
NIMUSIIMA Jean (Ms)
SENKOSI Kenneth
NZEYIMANA Felix

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Plant Breeding and Seed Systems
BINAISSA Uassaleila Levene Castiano
IRAGABA Paula
KESIIME Vasiter Eunice (Ms)
NIZEYIMANA Fidele
NOLPHER Khaki
WAMATSEMBE Isaac Muyonga
WANIALE Allan

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Agricultural Economics
HALASI Gidongo Zach
TONGUN Nixon James Remijo
ORIRO Simon

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Agriculture and Applied Economics
ALINDA Fred
KATUNGWE Pexter
LWAZI Knowledge Mkhabela
MWANSAKIWA Chibamba
MURASA Alphonse
NAKANYIKE Sylvia (Ms)
NAMAZII Stella (Ms)
NAMYENYA Angella (Ms)
OPOKA James

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Science in Applied Human Nutrition
ACHENG Agnes (Ms)
AFIDRA Olema Afidra
ATERO Angella Atwaru (Ms)
KIIZA Christine (Ms)
SSEBUNNYA Eric Elisha
SSOZI Joshua
TIBAGONZEKA Evas Juliet (Ms)
WALIMUZIBU George William

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Agribusiness Management
APIO Sharon Ibedo (Ms)
NABIKOLO Diane (Ms)
NKWASIBWE Anthony

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Agricultural Engineering
KYAGULANYI Joseph
The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Science in Agricultural Extension Education

APOLOT Stella (Ms)
JJAGWE George
KICONCO Stella (Ms)
KISAUZI Titus
MASIKA Annet (Ms)
MUGWANYA Nassib
OCHAGO Robert

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Science in Animal Science

BEYINAYO Geoffrey Akiiki

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Agribusiness Management

ABAMU Sharpley
ACHIENG Priscilla (Ms)
AGABA Miria (Ms)
AHAIWE Edwin
ARELLO Gloria (Ms)
ASIIMWE Hilda (Ms)
ASINGWIRE Gloria (Ms)
ATINE Peter
BALUKA Pauline (Ms)
BBAALE Rogers
JJUKO Willy
KABARKUNGI Marion (Ms)
KALEMA Musisi Solomon
KAMOGA Jimmy
KASOZI Edward
KATONGOLE Joseph
KASWEESI Kenneth
KENYANGI Angella (Ms)
KICONCO Cecelia (Ms)
KIIZA Kosia
KIKAFUNDA Susan (Ms)
KISAYAMARIA Namigade Annet (Ms)
KUNIHIRA Moureen (Ms)
KUSASIRA Mary (Ms)
KYALIGONZA Immaculate (Ms)
KYALO Charles Magombe
LUBEGA Peter
LUBWAMA Henry
LUYIRIKA Deogracious
MASABA Wilson
MAYAMBALA Derick
MBABAZI Leonidas
MBAZIRA Fahad
MUGENYI Ruyondo Paul
MUHEKI Peter
MUHUMUZA Evaristo
MUKASA Simon Peter
MUKODA Miria (Ms)
MUMBERE Morris
MUYAMBI Steven
MUZUNGU Robinson
NAJJEMBA Agnes (Ms)
NAJJINGO Dorothy (Ms)
NAKAZZI Betty (Ms)
NALULE Olive (Ms)
NANGENDO Miria Ruth (Ms)
NANKYA Elizabeth (Ms)
NANTONGO Christine (Ms)
NDAGIRE Lilian (Ms)
NIWANDINDA Gideon
NKWANZI Daphine (Ms)
NTALE Ibrahim
NUWASIRA Christopher
NYAMAHUNGE Violet (Ms)
ODONGO Maurice
OKAO Christopher
PACUREMA Maureen (Ms)
RUHUKYA Jim
SEMWIEZI Eric
SSAJJABI Zeekia
SSALI Johnson
SSEBUNJE Erlab Kato
SEMAKULA Ibrahim
THEMOBO Seth
TULYAHABWE Richard
WATTISA Emmanuel
WERE Colline
ZOREKA Henry

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Agricultural and Rural Innovation

ABIKORA Violet (Ms)
ADONGO Caroline (Ms)
AKINBISIBWE Godon
AJOK Lona (Ms)
AKENA Ceaser Poul
ANIKAU Benard
ARIGYE Jastinah (Ms)
ARINEITWE Marius
ATTIKA Bran
AVAKO Dorish (Ms)
BIRYMUMOISHO Gerald
BYARUGABA Innocent
CHEALE Judith (Ms)
CHELANGAT Susan Kay (Ms)
CHEROP Claire (Ms)
EBONG Daniel
EKULU Emmanuel
EWANY Jasper
IISAT Merab (Ms)
KAKAZO Charity (Ms)
KALENJI Peter
KANANE Gelevazio
KASAATO Raymond
KINYERA Jeperson
KIRUNGI Asimini (Ms)
KUSEMEREKWA Emily (Ms)
KUSIMA Bridget (Ms)
KWATAMPORA Nicolous
KYALUZI John
LETIA Sunday (Ms)
LINDRIO Olga (Ms)
LOKONG John Robert
LUBEGA Michael Sserugga
LUWEDDE Mariam (Ms)
MAGANDA Nasib
MAWANDA John Baptist
MUSIIME Posiano
MUSINGUZI Benjamin
MUTAWE Wilber
MUZAHURA Felix
NAKALAWA Assumpta (Ms)
NAKINOLO Veronica (Ms)
NANKABIRWA Jalia (Ms)
NANSUBOGA Justine (Ms)
NINSIIMA Rachael (Ms)
OBWONA Dickens
PENGERE Ephraim
RUHWEZA Winnyfred (Ms)
RUKUNDO Evarine (Ms)
SSEMADAALI Joseph
SSERUGO Muzafalu
TALIBULYA Moureen (Ms)
TUMUHEREZE Devunary
TUMUHIMBISE Adson Kobs
TUMWESIGYE Bosco
WAKHATA David

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Engineering

ABALO Solome (Ms)
BASIKA Elisa
BINYERERE Joseph
BUKENYA Swaliki
KABANDA Ronald
KINTU Florian
KIZZA Ronald
KUKEERA Tonny
MBOONA Drake
MIITO Gilbert John
MUGENI Ronald Micheal
MUGISA Dana Jill (Ms)
MUTESASIRA Sam
NABAASA Justus
OKOCH Dennis
OTIM Richard Kitara
SEBISINDE Isa
SEMAKULA Denis

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Science in Horticulture

HALERIMANA Charles
HABAHUMA Susan (Ms)
KAYEMBA David
KYAZEE Isaac
NABUKENYA Jacquiline (Ms)
SENKAYI John

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Land Use and Management

ACULLO Abraham
ASINGWIRE Lozia (Ms)
AWORI Moureen (Ms)
HABIMANA Christopher
LUBULWA Julius
LULE Andrew
MUGUME Eric
MUHUMUZA Asaba James
MURAMIRA Jean Remy
NAKALUMBA Priscillar (Ms)
NAMBAFU Cecillia (Ms)
NAMPAMYA Doreen (Ms)
NAMUGALU Maureen (Ms)
NANDALA Samuel
NASEJJE Rehemah (Ms)
NDAWULA Isaac
SSERUMAGA Brian
WADRI Victor
ZEBOSI James Machese

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Science in Agriculture

ABILA Henry
ACIDRI Robert
AGABA Didas
AMONGIN Babra (Ms)
ASIIMWE Robert
AYOT Pheobe (Ms)
BALIRWA Sheila (Ms)
BASALIRWA Daniel
BUULE David
BUWEMBO Micheal
CHERUKUT Scola (Ms)
ECHEKU Williams
EGWALU Robert
EKARU Samuel
ESABU Anthony
EYOO Oscar
IGA Allan
KAAYA Mubiru Godfrey
KABUGGO Emmanuel
KABUYE Usamah
KAKEMBO David
KANSIIME Resty (Ms)
KATUNGUKA Samson
KIBIRIGE Stephen
KISEMBO Paddy
MUGUME Yosia
MUSENJA Grace
MWANJI Gerald
NAHURIIRA Joshua
NAHWERA Pius
NAMBI Eva (Ms)
NANJEGO Winnie (Ms)
NANKUTA Joy (Ms)
NDALIKE Nusifa Shamirah (Ms)
NTARE John Gilbert
NUWAGABA Pausta
NYEKO Dominic
OCAN Felix
OJOK Denis Abili
OKALEBO Moses
ORELLO Emmanuel
OWIR Samuel
OLABORO Samuel
OPOKA Simon
ORAPA Nicholas
OTYAMA Paul Innocent
SAMANYA Denis
SEMIGGA Wilberforce
SEMWOGERERE Farouk
SENKOMAGO Besweri
SERUNKUUMA Karim
SESEKADDE Peter
SSENGABI Moses
SSEKAYA Thomas
SSIMBWA Hussein
WABYONA Alex

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Science in Food Science and Technology

ABURU Awath
ALIGANYIRA Joanita (Ms)
ASIIMWE Juliet (Ms)
BAGUMA Ibrahim
KAMUKAMA Isaac
KASAMBA Darius
KIWANUKA Bernard Jurnior
LUBOOBI Haidar
MUGABI Arafat
MUKIILI Obadiah
NAKILYOWA Annet (Ms)
NAMBISSA Winnie (Ms)
NANKYA Mary Caroline (Ms)
NANTEZA Brendah (Ms)
NSUBUGA Stephen
NTAATE Denis
OPIFENI Faith (Ms)
SEMBUYA Geoffrey
SERWANGA Arnold
SSUUBI Rebecca (Ms)
TUMWINE Gerald
YIGA Joseph Bukenya

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Science in Human Nutrition

ALOWO Docus (Ms)
ASIIMWE Rosta (Ms)
BASAAGE K R Ndagire (Ms)
IDA Harold Ogwa
KATASI Solome (Ms)
KUSURO Esther (Ms)
MATAMA Agnes Dhoomu (Ms)
MURUNGI Calvin
MWOGIZA Grace (Ms)
NABUSIITA Jolly (Ms)
NANNONO Angellah (Ms)
NDORERIRE Moses
NYANGOMA Janet (Ms)
ONYONA Martin
RWAKASHAMBO George
SAGATI Eunice (Ms)
SEBULIBA Jonathan
YEEKO Esther Alunga (Ms)
The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Environmental Science

ADIMA Fix Felix
ADONGO Mary Goretti (Ms)
AGABA Derrick
ARELLO Gladys (Ms)
ARKETEIREHO Shaban
ALOKA Andrew
APISO Kevin (Ms)
ARYAMIKA Edmond
ASINGE Noah
ATUAIRE Beatrice Tuhaise (Ms)
EBOYU Thomas
HOSSANA Dianah Deborah (Ms)
JAGENDA Trevor
JJUUKO Charles
KADU Cornelius
KALANDA Frank
KALUME Andrew
KARUNGI Barbra (Ms)
KAWALAL Miriam (Ms)
KICONCO Doreen (Ms)
KIIZA Nicholas
KILOWA Bosco
KIMENYI Geoffrey
KISEMBU Joseph
KIVUMBWI Allan
KIVUMBWI Johnbosco
LUWEMBA Simon Peter
LWANGA Sowedi
LYAGABA Harryson
MAGERO Jocyline (Ms)
MAIDWA Ronald
MUSINGUZI Bright
NABAKOZA Teddy (Ms)
NADDULLI Douglas
NAKABUYE Rashidah (Ms)
NALILE Gloria (Ms)
NAMAKHYANO Benaya
NAMALA Dorothy (Ms)
NAMBUUFI Fatia (Ms)
NAMANDA Irene (Ms)
NAMPENO Eva (Ms)
NAMUTEBI Demmy (Ms)
NANTEGE Diana (Ms)
NATUKUNDA Rachael (Ms)
NIGHT Stella (Ms)
NIWAMANYA Linda Precious (Ms)
NSUBUGA Nicholas
NAKABIMPA Gideon
NZAMUYE Daniel
OCHIEN Samuel
OSAPA Emmanuel Benjamin
OWEMBABAVI Viola (Ms)
SEKITTO George
SEMBOGERERE Douglas Davi
SSERUBIRI Dickson
SUNDAY Dismus
TAYEBWA Didas
TENDERER Esther Birungi (Ms)
TUKAHIRWA Stephenson
TULINDE Gerald
The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Arts in Environmental Management

MODO Gabriella (Ms)
NAKABIRI Marther (Ms)
NAMUKWAYA Betty Christine (Ms)
NDAWULA Edgar
NKAMUHABWA Abel
OKELLO Peter Obonyo

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Conservation Forestry and Production Technology

ADUKULE Job
AINEMBABAZI Triphine (Ms)
ASIIMWE Resty (Ms)
ATUKUNDA Immaculate (Ms)
BABIRYE Loureen (Ms)
BALYEBUSA Yokolamu
BENYEZA Geoffrey
BUSIKU Esther Sharon (Ms)
BWIRE Mercy (Ms)
CHEROP Leonard
GANGIRA Allan
GEME Tom
IGULOT Hons Patrick
KANTONO Cissy (Ms)
KISEGU Derick
KULE Peresi
KYAMAGERO Sherry (Ms)
MAWULA Emmanuel Kenneth
NABAASA Benon Baguma
NABAASA Monica (Ms)
NAKILEMBE Rebecca (Ms)
NALUMANSI Sarah (Ms)
NALUNKUMA Sylvia (Ms)
NAMPIJJA Mariilen (Ms)
NUWAHEREZA Nelson
ODWERA Ivan
OKIMAT John Paul
ONANYANG Veronica (Ms)
OPIO Pius
OPIO Julius
OUKE Benard
SAJJABI Musa Nsamba
SEKIBUULE Shafic
SEMATIMBA Nicholas
TEBUSWEKE Akisam
TUKYARIMUNSI Leodinas
TUMUHERIYI Briase
TUMUSHABE Michred (Ms)

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Science in Forestry

ALANYO Paska Karen (Ms)
WALUGANDHA Charles

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Science in Meteorology

MUGOYA Derick

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Social and Enterpreneurial Forestry

ALISABA Eunice (Ms)
APINY Irene Mary (Ms)
ASIIMWE Hope (Ms)
ATEK Rebecca (Ms)
ATUKWATSE Catherine (Ms)
BABIRYE Bridget (Ms)
BANDIHIZE Benson
BIINGI Annet (Ms)
BYIRINGIRO Flavia (Ms)
LUGOLOOBI George William
MANANA Sandra (Ms)
MUGISHA Adam
MUJUNI Justus
MUSINGUZI Wyclif
NABATANZI Lillian (Ms)
NABAYINDA Racheal (Ms)
NAGABA Michael
NAKINTU Jackline (Ms)
NAKIRABIRA Florence (Ms)
NALIKU Fred
NAMIREMBE Winnie (Ms)
NAMOKE Caroline (Ms)
NANYONGA Margeret (Ms)
NYAKAHIMA Saufa (Ms)
NYAKECHO Josephine (Ms)
OGWANG David
SEMANDA Shafic
TAYEBWA Rolland
TUHAISE Innocent Ndahura
TWINOMUJUNI Arthur

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Tourism

ABITEGEKA Rabika (Ms)
ACHIENG Okumu Whitney (Ms)
AGA2U Tabitha (Ms)
AKOL Suzan (Ms)
AKUGIZIBWE Paul
AMPURIRA Nelson
ANYIMO Priscilla (Ms)
APIYO Nancy Ojara (Ms)
ASABA Geoffrey
ASIMO Janice (Ms)
ATAI Rebecca (Ms)
ATUHEIRE Immaculate (Ms)
BAGUNDA Carolyn (Ms)
BANDASH Gloria Mazakpe (Ms)
BAYIGA Lydia (Ms)
BAYINGANA Oliver (Ms)
BIDI Mustafah Hope
The Principal, College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Science

AGABA Aggrey
AHIMBISIBWE Aaron
AINAKE Janis (Ms)
AKAMPURIRA Susan (Ms)
AKATUKUNDA Sheilla (Ms)
ALEZUYO Consolate (Ms)
ALOBO Opolo Brenda (Ms)
ASHEPET Mercy Gloria (Ms)
AYEBARE Maxensia (Ms)
AYESIGA Edgar Wandigali
BBIMBA Lawrence
BIJUNA Franklin
BWERERE Jacob
ESSANYU Wilson
HANGULIJA Diana (Ms)
JANSUK Joshua
KAJUMBA Grace (Ms)
KAKOOZA Charles
KANGWAGYE Kevin Mark
KANSIIME Jimmy
KATULUBA Hassan
KATUSABE Nancy Yvonne (MS)
KIKOME Gloria Margaret (Ms)
KINTU Christopher
KITASSE Eric
KIZZA Martin
KIZZA Samuel
KYMUGISHA Kiiza Leah (Ms)
LUBOWA Allan
LUMALA Ronald Tom
MAKUMBI Steven
MALE Moses
MATOVU Billy
MUGISHA Jovan
MUHANGI Rogers
MUKUBA Dan
MUSASIZI Jonathan
MWANULE Ramathan
MWESIGWA Davis
NAKABUGO A.K. Sarah Jane (Ms)
NAKANWAGI Specioza Mukasa (Ms)
NAMFIIMA Jamirah (Ms)
NANNUNGHI Rhona (MS)
NDUGWA Moses
NNAANGWA Allan
NTABADDE Rashida (Ms)
OGABA Stephen
OJOK Joe
OJWANGA Patrick Ongor
OKELLO Julius Peter
OKURUT Samson
SEMUYABA Ismail
SSEKAMATTE Moses
SSEMIPJJA Joseph
SSIMBAWA Danstun
TINDYEWA Ronald
TURYATUNGA Collins
WALUSIMBI Bridgious
WASSWA Charles

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Science in Fisheries and Aquaculture

ASIIMWE Caroline (Ms)
ATUHAIRE Everlyne (Ms)
ATUHAIRE Phiona (Ms)
BEINGANA Apulnal
BUKENYA Aloysious
BULUMA Josephine (Ms)
ETYANG Rogers
KAKYINDA Charles
KAMUSIIME Emalyn (Ms)
KHAKANGA Asman Makuma
KIBANZA Ritah (Ms)
KWIKIRIZA Gerald
LUNAKWITA Jephas (Ms)
MORANGUIZI Daniel
OPIO Moses
SSKYANZI Athanasius

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Science in Biotechnology

AKONGORO Kenneth
ALI Milton
ATUGONZA Carolyne Akiiki (Ms)
BITEK Brian
CHEBROT Victor Aliwa
KWEHANGANA Musa
KYOTALIMYE Lydia Walalawo (Ms)
LEETAKUBUULIDDE Brian
LUTIMBA Stuart
MAGUMBA Isaac
MUSUMUZA Joshua Raymond
MUSANA Alex
MUSIIME Moses
NABISERE Margret (Ms)
NAKIMERA Yvonne (Ms)
NDUGGA Peter
NSIMIRE Ephrane (Ms)
OLIMI Expedito
OLUM George William
SAMANYA Lillian (Ms)
SSONYONDO Edirisa
WANYAMA Emmanuel Okuku